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Abstract – One of cryptography algorithm which used is beaufort cipher. Beaufort cipher has 
simple encryption procedure, but this algorithm has good enough endurance to attack. 
Unauthorized people cannot break up decrypt without know matrix key used. This algorithm 
used to encrypt data in the form of text called plaintext. The result of this algorithm is string 
called ciphertext which difficult to understood that can causing suspicious by other people. 
Beaufort cipher encryption tested with avalanche effect algorithm with modified one, two, three 
and all key matrix which resulting maximum 31.25% with all key modification so another 
algorithm is needed to get more secure. Least Significant Bit (LSB) used to insert ciphertext 
created to form of image. LSB chosen because easy to use and simple, just alter one of last bit 
image with bit from message. LSB tested with RGB, CMYK, CMY and YUV color modes inserted 
6142 characters resulting highest PSNR value 51.2546 on YUV color mode. Applying 
steganography technique has much advantage in imperceptibility, for example the image 
product very similar with original cover image so the difference can not differentiate image with 
human eye vision. Image that tested as much ten images, that consist of five 512 x 512 and five 
16 x 16 image. While string message that used is 240, 480 and 960 character to test 512 x 512 
image and 24, 48 and 88 character to test 16 x 16 image. The result of experiment measured 
with Mean Square Error (MSE) and Peak Signal Ratio (PSNR) which has minimum PSNR 51.2907 
dB it means stego image that produced hood enough. Computation time calculation using tic 
toc in matlab resulting fastest value 0.041636 to encrypt 2000 character and the longest time is 
4.10699 second to encrypt 6000 character and inserting to image. Amount of character and 
amount of multi algorithm can affecting computation time calculation. 
 
Keywords – cryptography; steganography; beaufort cipher; LSB; avalanche effect, computation 
time 

 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 

The rapid development of technology in recent times allows humans to exchange 
information quickly and widely. Distance is not an obstacle for humans to exchange information. 
The media used for exchanging information can be in the form of data, files or files, messages, 
music, videos, and images. Data is a record of a set of facts. Data in daily use means statements 
that have been accepted as is. If the data is collected, it will produce information [1]–[4]. Media 
exchange of information is used because it can simplify and accelerate communication activities. 
With the smooth communication of humans can solve business, personal, and other matters 
easily. If the exchange of information by sending data is carried out without securing the data, 
then the activity of exchanging information can be said to be insecure as shown in Figure 1. 
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Because the danger of wiretapping can arise anywhere and at any time without the knowledge 
of the exchanging information. Everyone has their own information; this information can have 
a level of privacy according to the information owner himself. However, information has become 
something very valuable. For business people, information can be used to increase business 
profits. In the military world, information can be priceless. Because it can change the fate of the 
country that owns the information or seeks the information. For journalists, information is the 
source of life. Therefore, information can be targeted material for any group. Therefore, security 
in information is an element that must exist. The security itself basically functions to protect the 
contents of the information so that anyone who tries to target the information cannot read, 
change, or transfer ownership and delete it from the original owner. 

Data security issues are very important for companies and offices. There is a lot of data 
related to company secrets, such as employee data, customers, and so on. All this data is usually 
stored in one place, for example a computer in the office. In general, the computer itself can be 
given a password in order to limit access rights for unauthorized persons [5]–[9]. However, if 
there is a smart data manager then that person will double it as a backup in case the main data 
is accidentally deleted. However, that alone is not enough to secure an important file. Therefore, 
another way must be added to protect important data or files. Because data confidentiality is 
mandatory in maintaining data security [5], [6]. 

Crimes related to security have occurred a lot. Examples of such crimes are hackers or 
crackers, thieves and intruders of homes or offices, financial security against economic collapse. 
As a result, there have been so many cases of wiretapping of information that have made 
researchers think about how to stop it. One way is to encrypt the information file [10]–[13]. The 
field of cryptography is very suitable for studying encryption and decryption. With encryption, 
information that is considered important and confidential can be hidden according to the will of 
the owner of the information. 

 

 
Figrue 1. Google trends over cryptography and data security 

 
Based on Figure 1, confidentiality of data or information in two-way communication 

demands more in terms of security. Then a branch of science was developed that studied the 
encoding of data and information and became known as Cryptography [14], [15]. Cryptography 
provides several supporting services in terms of increasing data or information security. 
Confidentiality is something that is shown to protect information so that it cannot be read or 
accessed by irresponsible parties. Changing the plaintext or original message into ciphertext or 
encoded messages is the meaning of the encryption process. To run an encrypted message, 
someone must have a key or keys. While the meaning of decryption is to change the ciphertext 
back into plaintext. The key has a secret nature that is only known by the party concerned. 
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As further information, to reduce or even eliminate suspicion of cryptographic 
techniques, there is a technique that can be used to hide messages in a medium which is 
commonly called steganography. In steganography, the media used to hide messages can be 
images, sounds, text, and others. There is a difference between cryptographic techniques and 
steganographic techniques, namely messages hidden in a media (cover object) cannot be seen 
by naked eye if you do not examine carefully that there is data that has been hidden in the 
message or media. With this technique the level of data security can be increased, sending data 
or media messages can reach the recipient without anyone being able to intercept the message. 

The cryptographic technique that will be implemented in this study is the super 
encryption technique by combining two techniques in cryptography [13], [16]–[19], namely the 
substitution technique and the transposition technique. Using beaufort cipher and column 
transposition as the algorithm. The implementation of cryptographic technology in desktop-
based applications was chosen because many users work with computers or laptops so that data 
or files can be secured using these applications without having to use an internet connection. 
Using the Java programming language, researchers implement this desktop-based application. 
The size of the application which tends to be small supports the use of this application. The 
Beaufort algorithm itself is part of the polyalphabetic cipher where its members include the 
vigenere cipher, autokey cipher and beaufort cipher. Polyalphabetic cipher operates by 
substituting letters of the alphabet to perform encryption and decryption [12], [14]. Substitution 
is the replacement of each letter of the original message (plaintext) with another character [1]. 
Which means, the substitution technique is one of the symmetric cryptographic techniques in 
which the way it works is to replace each character of the original message (plaintext) with 
another object. This technique applies the concept of one-to-one correspondence for each 
character of the original message (plantext) that is encoded. As for column transposition, it is a 
type of algorithm that transposes letters to encrypt or decrypt. Other examples of transposition 
techniques in cryptography are Rail Fence transposition, Route Transposition, Multiple 
Transposition, and Myszkowski Transposition [14], [20]. The transposition technique works by 
creating coded messages (ciphertext) by replacing the positions of the original message objects 
(plaintext) without replacing or changing the original message (plaintext). In this column 
transposition technique, matrix reading is done by reading column by column according to the 
key used. The sorting of the encryption process is also sorted based on the key. The numbering 
on the keys is carried out in alphabetical order. Which then creates a table with as many rows 
and columns as the length of the key. Next, the original message (plaintext) is entered into the 
table. After all the original messages (plaintext) fill the table that has been created, the 
encryption process can be done. 
 
2. RESEARCH METHOD 

 
2.1.  Steganography 

Steganography is a way to hide messages in other digital content such as images, the 
video or audio so that they are not visible from outside. The word steganography comes from 
the Greek word Steganos which means "hidden/veiled" and graphein "to write". This type of 
steganography provides better security than pure steganography [1], [21]. The main problem 
with using a steganographic system is key sharing. If thieves know the key, it will be easier to 
decrypt and access the original information. Steganography is applied to media such as text, 
images, video clips, music and sound. 

The Least Significant Bit (LSB) method is a method of hiding messages or information in 
a medium, by directly inserting the message into the pixels of the cover image. By modifying a 
small portion of the bits of each pixel, where the bit position will be replaced by a message that 
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will be hidden on the selected parent media [18], so that changes that occur in color values do 
not really affect image quality, this method has good imperceptibility so human vision cannot 
see image changes [4]. The determination and change of bits are carried out sequentially starting 
from the first bit to the last bit according to the length of the message to be inserted. 

 
2.2. Cryptography 

Cryptography covers many things in its application media. Applications and methods 
used have also developed widely. As in the image that has changed the RGB arrangement so 
that changing the encrypted image will not be visible to the naked eye. The image will return to 
its original state if it is decrypted with the key that was also used during encryption as shown in 
Figure 2. The key in the image decryption encryption process can be either an image or text and 
number. The essence of the process of encrypting a media is randomizing what is contained in 
the media. For example, text encryption, randomization occurs in the text by using a key. The 
key is a mandatory component in the encryption and decryption process. Another example on 
document file encryption and decryption. Documents that have been encrypted will result in 
not being able to open the document. Because there has been randomization of the 
arrangement of bits in the document. In this case the document in question can be in .pdf , .doc 
and .xls format. 

 

 
Figure 2. Common Cryptography Scheme 

 

Beaufort cipher is a type of polyalphabetic cipher. As the name suggests, the Beaufort 
chipper was invented by Sir Francis Beaufort. The Beaufort cipher is almost the same as the 
Vigenere cipher, the difference is that the Beaufort cipher has the alphabetical order B~Z in the 
reverse ciphertext. Encryption with Beaufort can be completed with tabula recta tables. To solve 
a problem about encrypting with a Beaufort cipher we have to create a column where the upper 
header is filled with letters of the alphabet, then the side header is filled with a key (key) with 
double letter omissions. The key (key) is translated along the plaintext letters. 

The column transposition method is also a classic cryptography. Classical cryptography 
is divided into two types, namely substitution cryptography and transposition cryptography, 
column transposition codes are included in transposition cryptography. Encryption techniques 
in transposition cryptography by changing the location of the message text to be encoded. Then 
to re-read the method by returning the location of the original message based on the agreed 
key and letter transposition algorithm. Column transposition encodings are written inline as 
usual with a predefined key length. Then the keys that have been determined are numbered in 
alphabetical order, if the letter is a then the number sequence is 1 and then so on. The next 
process is to write Plaintext along the key and number the columns according to the number on 
the key. The results are written according to the column number with a space to mark the 
column displacement. Another name for this method is permutation or scrambling because 
transposing each character or letter in the text is the same as permuting these characters. 

 
2.3. Evaluations Method 

To find out the advantages and disadvantages of a study, a method test was carried out. 
An image is tested to find out how good the image quality is with MSE (Mean Square Error) and 
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PSNR (Peak Signal Noise Ratio) measuring instruments. Mean Square Error is a measurement 
tool to test the quality of the image by measuring the average squared cumulative error 
between the stego and the original image [1], [22]. Error indicates distortion or deviation in the 
image, calculated by the formula: 

 

 
 
Information : 
MSE = Mean Square Error 
M = Row matrix 
N = Column matrix 
Xij = The value of the pixels in the cover image 
Yij = The value of the pixels in the stego image 
 
Peak Signal to Noise Ratio is the ratio of the maximum value of the measured signal to 

the noise that affects the signal, PSNR is used to determine the ratio of the maximum value of 
the measured signal to the amount of noise that affects the signal [23]. PSNR is used to express 
image quality, it can be calculated by the formula: 

 

 
 
Information : 
PSNR = Peak Signal to Noise Ratio 
dB = deciBell 
MSE = Mean Square Error 
 
Entropy is a random concept where there are states of uncertain probability. The 

definition of entropy related to information theory is a measure that expresses the amount of 
information in a message [24]. Expressed in bits. Useful for encoding message elements, can be 
calculated by the formula: 

 

 
 
Information : 
He = Entropy 
n = Number of distinct symbols in the message, on 
image n is the gray value of the image 
Pk = Probability of occurrence of symbol k 
 

2.4. Proposed Method 
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Figure 3. Propose encrypt-embed beaufort cipher-column transposition and LSB 

 

Based on Figure 3, the following are the steps for the encryption and embedding 
process: 

1. Enter the plaintext and key to be hidden. 
2. After entering the plaintext and key, the encryption process will be carried out with 

the beaufort cipher. 
3. After being encrypted, it will generate ciphertext to be included in the image. 
4. The embedding process will be carried out using the LSB algorithm and generate a 

stego image. 
 

 
Figure 4. Proposed decrypt-extract beaufort cipher-column transposition and LSB 

 

The following are the steps for the extract and decrypt process: 
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1. Enter the stego image to carry out the extraction process. 
2. After the extract is complete it will generate ciphertext. 
3. The decrypt process will be carried out by entering the key. 
4. After the decrypt process is complete, it will generate plaintext using the 

beaufort cipher. 
 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results of tests carried out on RGB, CMYK, CMY and YUV images produced images 
according to Table 1. The results of the avalanche effect test that the researcher did with the 
plain text "udinus" and "polkee" are shown in Table 2. Based on Table 1, it had been seen that 
the best PSNR value is in an image that has a YUV color space when the four images are tested 
by inserting a message of 6142 characters out of the maximum 6144 characters that can be 
accommodated by an image. Based on Table 2, the PSNR value will be smaller because the more 
messages are inserted, the more bits are changed in the cover image. In an image measuring 
512 x 512 which can accommodate messages of 98112 characters, when inserting messages of 
240 characters the average PSNR obtained is 77.1968 dB, when inserting messages of 480 
characters the average PSNR is 74.2214 dB and 71.3807 for the average PSNR which is obtained 
when inserted 960 characters. From these results, the PSNR value remains above 40 dB, which 
means that the quality of the stego image created is very good as shown in Table 4.  

 
Table 1. MSE, PSNR and Entropy using 128x128 pixels and 512x512 pixels 

Name file Cover Stego file 
Image size (in 

pixels) 
Maximum 

inserted (in bit) 
Message (in 
character) 

MSE PSNR (in dB) Entropy 

a 

  

128x128 6144 6142 

0,4922 51,2091 7,0547 

b 

  

0,4916 51,2141 7,2053 

c 

  

0,5037 51,1084 7,0662 

d 

  

0,4871 51,2546 7,0812 

Average 0,4937 51,1966 7,1018 

e 
 
 
 

 

512x512 98112 240 

0,0024 74,2930 6,4288 

f 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 
0,0026 74,0511 6,6640 

g 

 

 

 

 

0,0024 74,2794 7,7639 

h 

  

0,0024 74,3760 7,6710 

Average 0,0025 74,1076 5,7058 
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j 

 
 
 
 

 

512x512 98112 480 

0,0024 74,2930 6,4288 

k 

 
 
 
 

 0,0026 74,0511 6,6640 

l 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

0,0024 74,2794 7,7639 

m 

 

 

 

 

0,0024 74,3760 7,6710 

n 

  

0,0025 74,1076 5,7058 

Average 0,0025 74,2214 6,8467 

o 

 
 
 
 

 

512x512 98112 960 

0,0048 72,2486 6,4288 

p 
 

 
 
 

 0,0050 71,1280 6,6639 

q 

 
 
 
 

 

0,0049 71,2148 7,7638 

r 

  

 

0,0048 71,2725 7,6709 

s 

 
 

 
0,0051 71,0398 5,7246 

Average 0,0049 71,3807 6,8504 

 
Table 2. Evalache Effect 

No Key Plain Text Cipher Text Changing bit AE 

1 23,14 udinus polkee xgdiqoutazie 14 14,58% 
13,14 dgviwoftpzee 

2 15,16 udinus polkee jmvigyhvjtyc 14 14,58% 
17,16 pmviqyjvdtgc 

3 23,14 udinus polkee xgdiqoutazie 19 18,27% 
23,35 xxdlquulafug 

4 01,13 udinus polkee ddnvswofkpeq 16 16,67% 
12,13 adivewrffpmq 

5 01,19 udinus polkee dvnvsaolkxeo 29 30,21% 
12,49 aditeirefema 

6 71,10 udinus polkee nuricuppjlge 29 30,21% 
74,53 wfebeyfnnhsg 

7 23,14 udinus polkee xgdiqoutazie 30 31,25% 
74,53 wfebeyfnnhsg 

8 23,35 udinus polkee xxdlquulafug 26 27,08% 
71,10 nuricuppjlge 
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Table 3. MSE, PSNR, Entropy using 16x16 pixels images 

File 
name 

Cover Stego file 
Max = 90, Message = 25 

character 
Max = 90, Message = 48 

character 
Max = 90, Message = 88 

character 
MSE PSNR Entropy MSE PSNR Entropy MSE PSNR Entropy 

a 

  

0,1276 57,0220 6,5723 0,2656 53,8881 6,6149 0,4778 51,3378 6,6125 

b 

  

0,1484 56,4154 6,6800 0,2591 53,9959 6,6788 0,4804 51,3142 6,6608 

c 

  

0,1367 56,7725 7,4858 0,2382 54,3599 7,4869 0,4661 51,4456 7,4787 

d 

  

0,1549 56,2289 7,5549 0,2813 53,6399 7,6399 0,5065 51,0849 7,5189 

e 

  

0,1367 56,7725 7,4824 0,2852 53,5800 7,4941 0,4804 51,3142 7,5128 

Average 0,1409 56,6423 7,1551 0,2659 53,8928 7,1829 0,4822 51,2993 7,1567 

 
Table 4. PSNR standard value [13], [23], [25] 

PSNR (dB) Image Quality 

60 Very good (no noise) 
50 Good (there is some noise but the image quality is still good. 
40 Fairly good (there is fine grain or snow in the image 
30 Not good (there is a lot of noise) 

20 Not good (unusable) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5. Graphic Time Execution 
 
Based on Table 5, the computation time testing using the tic toc function uses a 

lenna.png image measuring 128 x 128 which can accommodate 6096 message characters and is 
tested with message strings of 2000, 4000 and 6000 characters. There are 3 methods tested 
computationally, namely the Beaufort Cipher, Column Transposition, and LSB. Test results in 
units of seconds (seconds) as shown in Table 5 and Figure 5. 
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Table 5. Comparison result between Beaufort, Column Transposition, LSB and it combination 
Mwthod Image Size Max Message Time Execution (in second) 

 
Beaufort Cipher + 

Column 
Transposition 

- - 2000 0.025148 

- - 4000 0.025587 

- - 6000 0.041636 

 
LSB 

128x128 6096 2000 0.673335 

128x128 6096 4000 1.947807 

128x128 6096 6000 3.996231 

 
Beaufort Cipher + 

Column Transposition 
+ LSB 

128x128 6096 2000 0.628808 

128x128 6096 4000 1.975124 

128x128 6096 6000 4.10699 

 
 

4. CONCLUSION 

Based on experiment result, it can be concluded that the file encryption application uses 
super encryption which was developed to add to the personal security system, can encode with 
two methods at once. The process of encoding files with the super encryption method has been 
carried out with a combination of LSB to obtain high imperceptibility. The impercept value is 
described through MSE and PSNR, which in this study obtained a value of more than 50 dB, while 
the entropy value of all data was close to 8. In future research, additional media files can be 
used with larger sizes so that they are more diverse in applying the super encryption method 
based on LSB. Another option that can be done is to increase the number of encoded files in one 
task at once in order to shorten the time, making it easier to remember the key, the encryption 
key can be stored in text form. Pada penelitian yang akan dating, dengan tujuan untuk 
memperbaiki hasil maka dapat dilakukan eksmperimen dengan dataset citra berukuran lebih 
besar dari 1024 atau 2048 piksel.  
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